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The Contorted Realm (Peaks of Time 15) is kinda very confusing for most players on the first try. It contains plenty of collapsing bridges and teleports. Kindly follow the map below to get all of the reward chests! You want to connect different pieces of the map using those helpers to access the entire map. The crystal chests are blocked by high-leveled
enemies so you want a decent power to defeat them. I can barely defeat them with the lvl. 220 ascended team. The bright side is you can collect most of the gold chests with ease. Since you have passed all of the other previous Peaks of Time stages, you can get all of 34 gold chest with almost zero effort. The Contorted Realm Map Guide The upper
island only is accessed via the reappearing bridge (located at the top left of the Jump Gate 2). You need to follow a specific path to get into the upper island: Fight the first enemy then activate the Jump Gate 1. Get to Jump Gate Entrance A. The bridge will disappear then reappear below the Jump Gate 1. Get to the Jump Gate Entrance A then travel
back to the Jump Gate 1, get over the newly created bridge. Do not get to the Jump Gate 2.Skip it. Please note that If you go to the right side of the Jump Gate 2, the right bridge will disappear and you have to start over. Get to Jump Gate 3 by defeating the enemies. Activate the Jump Gate 3, get to Jump Gate Entrance B. A new bridge will appear at
the top left of the Jump Gate 3. Take the Jump Gate Entrance B and get over the newly formed bridge. Head to the right of the map, skip Jump Gate 4, trigger Jump Gate 5. You can also get the treasure by Jump Gate C then teleport back to Jump Gate 5. Get to Jump Gate Entrance D. The bridge next to the Jump Gate Entrance D will disappear then
spawn at the top right of the Jump Gate 2. Get to Jump Gate Entrance D to return to Jump Gate 5. Head to the top right towards Jump Gate Entrance E Island and move all the way to the left side towards the Jump Gate 2 Island. Cross the newly created bridge to get into the upper island. Trigger the Jump Gate 7 and you can get the treasure at the
Jump Gate Entrance F. Get to the Entrance F to turn back to Gate 7. All Peaks of Time Chapters The Contorted Realm is the 15th adventure in the “Historic Ventures” section of the Peaks of Time. The Contorted Realm Map Guide TL;DR Activate in this order: 1-A-3-B-5-C-D-7-F to get all gold chests. Legend: Yellow is start point.Red is an enemy.Green
is a jump gate (JG) (only one active at a time, teleport to it from a jump gate entrance).Orange is a jump gate entrance (JGE).Purple is a disappearing bridge.Striped purple is an appearing bridge. Steps: 1:) Fight the first enemy and activate JG 1 for some dialog. 2:) Proceed towards JGE A. The bridge will collapse and reappear below JG 1 3.) Take JGE
A to teleport back to JG 1 and cross the newly formed bridge. 4.) Skip JG 2 (NOTE: if you go near the collapsing bridge to the right of 2, it will despawn and you will have to start over) and head down towards JG 3. 5.) Activate JG 3 and cross the bridge to JGE B. The bridge will collapse and reappear to the top left of JG 3. 6.) Take JGE B and cross the
newly formed bridge. From here, head to the right, skip JG 4, and activate JG 5. (Optional: Get the treasure by JGE C and teleport back to JG 5.) 7.) Head to JGE D. The bridge just before JGE D will collapse and reappear to the top right of JG 2. 8.) Take JGE D to return to JG 5. From here, head top right to the JGE E island, then all the way to the left to
the JG 2 island. You can now cross the newly formed bridge to access the upper island. 9.) Activate JG 7, get the treasure at JGE F, then take JGE F to teleport back to JG 7. Credit to u/Dyalar on Reddit Credit to u/Wan-chan on Reddit Update 1.31 added to AFK Arena a new building in the Guild lands, which is called the Twisted Realm. Here you’ll
have to meet powerful bosses to earn the Twisted Essence to improve the branches of heroes in Ancient Tree. Access to the building will open after Chapter 12 of the Campaign. The Twisted Realm bosses are updated every 48 hours, simultaneously with the Mystic Labyrinth. After the update, you will receive the Twisted Essence Award in your
mailbox. Its amount depends on the damage you have done to the boss and your place in the ranking. You are given 5 free attempts, without a chance to replay the battle. The rating counts the best result. Bosses and best teams Kane You can remember Kane of Chapter 8 of the Time Peaks, where he was the chief boss and was getting stronger and
stronger with every new road over the lake. His ability is that he will kill your hero, who caused the most damage, in 15, 40 and 65 seconds, so you need to form your team so that you have enough damage. In general, the best team will be one healer, one solid tank, and then supplement it with the best attacking heroes. The best team: RowanShemira
Rosalina Belinda We’ve arrived at a game that first focuses on waiting, but now we get to play a conventional role-playing game. With a little bit of art and a lot of styles, this game is coming to our heroes in the gaming world. The game includes a wide variety of characters and groups, making it a fantastic experience. Let’s get into the nitty-gritty of
the Contorted Realm Map here. When playing AFK Arena Contorted Realm Map on Android, the best emulator to use is LDPlayer. It gives you access to more capabilities than you’d get on a typical mobile device, and you’ll definitely get more out of the game if you play it on a PC. This is a map of the 15th realm that you will find here. And it comes at
the height of the season. This map may only be accessed via AFK Arena. Bridges and teleporters crumbling here confuse the majority of the players, and it is here that the game’s story takes place. It’s important to know the basics of this map and how to compete against it. In order to experience the best of AFK Arena, you may play it on a PC. So if
you’d want to play this map on a PC, here’s your opportunity. We must first determine which heroes are required to accomplish this map before learning more about it. Download AFK Arena on PC/MAC What are the recommended levels on a hero for Contorted Realm Map? Hero levels of 240 are recommended. The golden chests on this map may be
cleared with 2x level heroes in 240 on occasion. As it is, they are capable of carrying your squad. That doesn’t imply they’ll be able to win the boss battles. You’ll need a team of 240-level heroes to complete this. Note: If you don’t have Lyca as a hero, the door won’t open until you get her from the mercenary camp before facing the main adversaries.
This isn’t proven, but it’s possible. The battle doesn’t necessitate the usage of Lyca or Kaz. The Contorted Realm Map Guide An interactive game map with portals built-in allows players to activate themselves by going to a certain location. It’s called a “jump gate” because you can only enter the last one of these designated locations after you exit each
portal. You have to keep in mind that the map’s principles aren’t that difficult to understand. Identifying this map will be easier if we break it down into smaller sections, so let’s get started. Step 1: There is a jump gate near the beginning of the Contorted Realm Map. After the players have completed this task, they must head toward the island’s
summit. You can see from the top of the island that there are five golden boxes, and you must gather them. The middle portal can be used to return to the first jump gate after finishing this method. That’s the place to get the game going. Step 2: It’s time for the next chapter. You can see the first opponent that will lie down in this area. In addition,
there are two ways to proceed with the game. Both of these solutions never trigger the leap gate and attempt to enter the southern exit. If you decide to turn left, you won’t have a great deal of difficulty finding a way out. However, there is a chance that you will get severe cramping. The south is a better choice since it offers a greater respite before a
conflict. Go south instead of left since it is a lot simpler route.. south. There’s one thing to keep in mind: the accessible relic gives you a chance to clear all four camps quickly. The jump gate should not be activated during gameplay. Step 3: You’ll need to go to the south, where you’ll come upon a new sector. There will be a plethora of camps and jump
gates in this sector. Make sure that the leap gates are activated and that you take on these various factions. Afterward, you must turn to your right to continue your journey. There’s another island to the right with a tent and a few gold chests on it as well. You must attend this camp, which is superior to the others you’ve found. In order to battle the
bosses later in the game, you must first defeat this camp. To go to the jump gate, you need to exit this camp through the portal. This is the same jump gate you triggered at the beginning of the game. Step 4: After jumping through the final jump gate, it’s time to search for new battlegrounds. It’s imperative that you aim higher. After you’ve completed
all of the above, you’ll find a second leaping gate to your right. Please do not activate it. The following one can only be used twice before it expires. What you need to remember is that you should only complete the camps that are easily accessible. You must acquire their golden boxes, but not activate their leaping points, after you’ve completed them.
After all of this has transpired, you should head to the right side of the map rather than upward. Step 5: There are three choices to be made here. You must first trigger the middle leaping ate. You can then select path one and engage in a battle in their camps. You may teleport return to that location by collecting all of the golden chests you see in
there. As the last step, you should follow method two and thoroughly clean each camp. For the same reason, go out and gather those golden chests. Once you’ve completed the tasks on this road, you’ll be able to depart the area through path three. Step 6: This is the first boss battle, and it requires heroes with a level of 310 or above to complete. You
can construct up a squad of 240-level characters in this battle. You may avoid this fight if all you want is the golden chest that’s hidden here. However, if you want to clean up this twisted realm, you’ll have to take on the boss head-on. Step 7: Here, you’ll only have to fight for a relic once and gather one golden chest. There is no harm in doing this, but
it is unnecessary. Step 8: You’ll end up back where you left off in step two if you choose the path to the left. Another relic camp with two golden chests is located at the summit of this area. Step 9: The leap gate is activated at this stage. Take a look around and you’ll see a golden chest on the left-hand side of the screen. We can go to the jump gate
you’ve triggered now via a portal back to the front. It’s time to take on the bosses after everything else has taken place. While the Contorted Realm Map might put you in perilous situations, it also rewards you with a legendary relic that boosts your power and allows you to return to the jump gate. Use this tutorial to handle your issues on the
Contorted Realm Map, and we’re certain that you’ll have a better understanding of how to tackle it. Download AFK Arena on PC/MAC Also Read: Best Heroes List for PvP & PvE: AFK Arena Tier List AFK Arena Rest In Peace Guide (PoT Chapter 4)
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